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Why product 
discovery is evolving



Today, product teams must drive the business
 

Outputs
Build, deploy, celebrate

Outcomes
Solve business problems

Keep going



In the beginning…

Gathering lists of 
stakeholder 
requirements

Today...

Continuously 
discovering needs 
directly from customers



AI is increasing 
engineering velocity 

There’s more data points 
than ever before



Sometimes we’re forced to roll the dice
 



Teresa Torres

“The goal of product discovery 
is to learn fast”



How Pendo
 enables discovery 

best practices



When we listen to everyone

We can’t prioritize for impact



Discovery works when you understand
your target audience

● What they need

● What they expect

● What they do

● Why they do it 



NPS

Usage 
Data

Feedback

Interviews

Biz Data

Support issues

Internal 
meetings

Surveys

Sales calls Competitive 
intel

Replays

Experiments



“the best camera is the one 
that’s with you”

Chase Jarvis



Prioritize with Confidence
Pendo Discover



Discover, powered by the Pendo platform, is the 
only solution that enables truly data-informed 

product discovery

Synthesizing quant, qual, and visual data:
● To generate hypotheses
● Validate with the right audience
● Communicate at scale



Discovery with Pendo Discover 

1. Centralize
All your Pendo data in one place 

Quant

Qual

Visual

 
2. Prioritize

Get confidence in your roadmap
 

 
3. Communicate

Constantly share evidence & plans 



1. Centralize
Capture Categorize Route

Automatically categorize using 
AI and your own rules…

Route well organised data to 
the product area owner...

Capture feedback from 
multiple sources…



2. Prioritize
IdeateInsights Validate

PMs drill into ready made 
insights from key personas…

Effortlessly gather Feedback as 
evidence for product ideas…

Validate ideas further in app 
with target customers…



3. Communicate
Promote Engage Launch

Promote ideas to features and 
handoff to engineers…

Engage customers in the build 
process…

Check off your feature launch 
task list in Pendo…



Centralize Prioritize Communicate

Automated descriptions

Suggested product 
areas

Accelerate quality 
feedback submissions.

Feedback summary

Generated product 
ideas

Notification rules
Analyze large volumes of 

customer feedback.

Extract potential 
product ideas.

Automated guide 
content

Triage to the right 
product managers.

Leverage intelligent 
rules engine.

Generate content for 
feature releases.

Pendo Discover workflow will leverage AI



Pendo Discover 
in action



Actively building Replay with Pendo



We are all 
inundated with 

feedback



Not all solutions are scalable



Add Feedback as evidence to Ideas



Ideas into actions Prioritizing the top 
ideas in Validate 

Closing the loop



Communicated with ease



251
Poll Responses Tallied

303
Accounts Engaged

506
Votes Collected

5d 4h
Estimated Time Saved 

We learned faster, 
Gained confidence,
Delivered value



Discover Validate

Evaluate Launch

BuildIterate

Business outcome

The Lifecycle of 
Building Product
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Capture 

feedback Generate 

ideas Test
 ideas Prioritise

 ideas
Promote 

ideas to 

features

Communicate 

requirements

Co-design with 

customersClose the 

loopCheck off 

launch tasksCapture 

feedback



Come and see us in the 
Pendo Product Village

We’d love to hear all your product 
discovery challenges

And join the 
waitlist



Thank you!




